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ALL OTHER TERRITORIES: AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTION:

A unique series in conjunction with Hard Evidence and Ufologist 
Magazines, focusing on some of the most compelling, well documented 
cases in UFO and Paranormal History. Reality UFO Series Volume 1 
features: 

Aliens And The Scalpel by Dr Roger Leir: 
Discover the truth about Alien Implants. Dr. Leir has acted as Chief of Discover the truth about Alien Implants. Dr. Leir has acted as Chief of 
Podiatry in many Southern California Hospitals. He has headed two 
surgical teams that have removed several suspected alien implants 
from over 12 separate individuals. Dr Leir’s work takes a serious look at 
the scientific and medical aspects of the alien abduction phenomena. It 
is a story of not only scientific research but explains how the author, 
who started as the consummate scientific skeptic, became thoroughly 
convinced that humans all over this planet are being tampered with by convinced that humans all over this planet are being tampered with by 
another intelligence. 

The Walton Story by Travis Walton: 
Author of the Paramount picture “Fire in the sky” gives us a unique 
insight into the Walton Story. On November 5th, 1975 a group of 
loggers in the mountains of north eastern Arizona observed a strange, 
unusually bright light in the sky. One of those men, Travis Walton, 
recklessly left the safety of their truck to take a closer look at the large 
UFO. Travis Walton relates in his own words the best documented 
account of alien-UFO abduction yet recorded. A fascinating Encounter. 

The Billy Meier Case with Michael Horn: The Billy Meier Case with Michael Horn: 
Michael Horn has been researching the Billy Meier UFO Contacts for Michael Horn has been researching the Billy Meier UFO Contacts for 
over 25 years and is now the authorized representative for the book on 
the Meier case, “And Yet They Fly”. Michael’s main focus since 1988 
has been on Meier’s prophetically accurate scientific and world 
eventrelated information, published from 1 to more than 25 years in 
advance of terrestrial discovery or occurrence. Because of the 
abundance and impeccable accuracy of Meier’s material, and the failure 
of professional skeptics and debunkers to duplicate any of Meier’s hard of professional skeptics and debunkers to duplicate any of Meier’s hard 
evidence, Michael has concluded that Meier’s credibility is unequaled by 
any other source, past or present. 

Ancient Archeology with Kathleen Andersen: 
Kathleen is a freelance writer living in Seattle, Washington. She 
currently writes for “Beyond” Magazine and has appeared in a series of 
columns for Quest Magazine in England. In this program she gives a 
lecture on The Myth and Mystery of Planet X. When did it begin, what 
do we know now, what does the future hold? Topics include how the 
Sumerian culture suddenly sprang seemingly from nowhere in 
Mesopota mia, how we learned from them the tale of the flood, of 
Gods who lived in the sky with a far advanced knowledge of cosmology Gods who lived in the sky with a far advanced knowledge of cosmology 
and the wisdom that they brought us through the cuneiform cylinders. 
Also covered are the origins of the Bible, what we now know with 
recent studies by universities and how the basics of a variety of 
religions tie into Biblical stories.


